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Celestial Chakra
Location: In our auric field, allows for us to connect with the spiritual dimensions 

Color: Can vary according to the Star Cluster you are visiting 

Symptoms of a blocked/inactive chakra: denying your guides/ angels, connecting with entities/
beings that are leaching off of you thinking they are spirit guides, allowing influences of media to act 
as guides, feeling alone in your spiritual journey.

Stones: Celestite allows the subtle energy bodies of the etheric realms to come into our bodies. 
Celestite can not be charged or discharged by the sun, but can be charged by hematite or selenite. 
Never put crystals face down onto other stones as it can absorb those energies and change the 
structure of the stone. 

Food: Fruit, teas, macha, cacoa. Creating a lightness in our bodies allows for us to have a clean 
vessel to connect to the other realms without being so heave or dense in our beings. 

Astral Travel for Activation
Through this activation we will be traveling through various star clusters to visit the entities and light 
beings from these spaces. Allowing this experience to be one of curiosity and wonder verses getting 
the answers will help tremendously in this process. Each of the spaces that will be visited will have 
drastically different energies and affects on our bodies. Listen to how your body responds or reacts 
to each of these different experiences.
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Lemurian Light Beings- my guides speak to me in frequency. It often sounds like a high pitched 
ringing in my ears. When I was a teenager, I started hearing slight whisperings along with the 
frequency sounds. I have now integrated a scribe into my guides so that I can clearly hear the 
messages from my lemurian light being guides. Lemuerian seed lines are a very powerful way to 
hear messages clearly, that have already been transcribed through the crystal from the frequency 
sound. This is a powerful way to hear the message without having to desirer the frequency. In the 
Arkansas Crystal mining retreat we will spend time activating and communicating with the light 
beings while mining, cleaning and interacting the crystals from the source!

Star Cluster Experiences
When writing down your experiences be sure to mention the aspects/ feelings within your body as 
well as what you experience from the other 5 senses. 

Lemurian Activation Message and insights: 

Pleadians Message and insights:

O’Ryans Message and Insights:
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Sirius Message and insights:

Take notice of any of these places that feel like home. 

Which light beings or entities feel like they are like family? 

You are connecting with higher and higher energies throughout this program. Taking the time to 
make sure that you are eating high vibrational foods, your thoughts are not being manipulated by 
media, and you have a clear vessel of being free in your body, mind and spirit. Entities pick up on 
victim mentality, self worth aspects, self esteem, and negative thought patterns. If you are 
experiencing any of these aspects it is important to book a one on one session to heal the root cause 
of these aspects. 

If you would like to activate and initiate with your guides on a personal level, while meeting your 
personal spirit guides, please reach out. I have an amazing friend who can help you find your 
personal team of spirit guides to help you create deeper and more meaningful connections. 

The Celestial Chakra potion and Celestite are both available from magicalmothering.com. You can 
also receive all of the chakra crystals and potions monthly in the Chakra Box, a monthly subscription 
program. Available at magicalmothering.com/chakrabox
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